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urface-stabilized ferroelectric liquid-crystal
iffraction gratings with micrometer-scale pitches

arl V. Brown and Emmanouil E. Kriezis

The first-order diffraction efficiency �1 of surface-stabilized ferroelectric liquid-crystal �SSFLC� phase
gratings is calculated for device thicknesses in the range d � 1 to 5 �m and for pitches p of 5 to 20 �m
assuming incident light at 633 nm. The peak value of �1 as a function of d has negligible dependence
on the incoming polarization when p � 20 �m. For smaller pitch values the peak value of �1 decreases
and becomes increasingly dependent on the orientation of the incoming polarization owing to the influ-
ence of the domain walls that occur between the SSFLC pixels. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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. Introduction

witchable or reconfigurable liquid-crystal �LC� dif-
raction gratings are important components for ap-
lications in which beam-steering and optical routing
re required, such as in optical-fiber-based telecom-
unication systems and in many other optical com-

uting systems.1–5 Surface stabilized ferroelectric
iquid-crystal �SSFLC� phase gratings have many de-
irable properties for these applications. They have
ast switching speeds, useful for optical correlation
ystems, and they are bistable, which means that
hey can be used in optical memories or in display
ystems in which an image is built up from tiled
ections over time.6–9 However, for telecommunica-
ion applications the most important requirement is
hat the diffraction efficiency of the grating is inde-
endent of the incoming polarization. This indepen-
ence is necessary for minimizing insertion losses,
ecause the polarization of light emerging from a
ber is uncertain and, moreover, may also fluctuate
ver time.10

An idealized representation of a one-dimensional
1D� SSFLC phase grating is depicted in Fig. 1. This
rating is a series of uniform birefringent wave plates
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n which the in-plane twist angle of the optical axis is
t a fixed magnitude but alternates in sign between
djacent wave plates �or pixels�. The electric field
ector of the normally incident light is depicted by
IN. If the optical states are at twist angles ��,
iving output electric field E1, and ��, giving output
lectric field E2, then the fraction of the incident light
ntensity � that is diffracted out of the zero order by
his phase grating is given by the following equation,
ndependent of the plane of polarization of the inci-
ent light11,12:

� � sin2�	
nd���sin2�2��. (1)

ere 
n is the difference in refractive indices parallel
nd perpendicular to the optical axis, d is the thick-
ess of the ferroelectric LC �FLC� layer, and � is the
ree-space wavelength of incident light. Equation
1� holds, provided that pixels are substantially
arger compared with the optical wavelength. It is
mmediately clear from Eq. �1� that the maximum
iffraction efficiency can be achieved if the birefrin-
ent layers conform to the half-wave plate condition
nd�� � 0.5 and the switching angles are given by
� 45°. To describe the fraction of the incident

ight �1 that is diffracted only into the two first-order
iffraction spots, it is necessary to multiply the right-
and side of Eq. �1� by the coefficient �4�	2�.13

Equation �1� applies in the polarization-insensitive
ode of operation in which the entrance and the exit

olarizers are removed. Arbitrarily polarized light
assing though a pixel experiences an alteration in
ts polarization state. Note that this is distinct from
he pure phase modulation that would be expected for
polarizer that was aligned along the bisector of the
1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5287
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wo oppositely twisted pixel states. By averaging
he polarization states E1 and E2 that emerge from
ixels that are in opposite twist states, assuming
qual number of pixels in the two possible states and
ubtracting the result from the incident intensity, it
s possible to derive the equation.11,12 Because of
his averaging process the resulting expression is in-
ependent of the incoming polarization. However,
his result only holds true provided �i� the pixel size is
arge enough to guarantee an independent treatment
f each pixel state and �ii� it is possible to describe
ully the optical effect of the LC layer with a simple
� 2 Jones matrix.
In reality, a phase grating utilizing FLC aligned in

he SSFLC geometry will have an internal structure
hrough the thickness of the layer, as schematically
epicted in Fig. 2.14,15 The SSFLC geometry is
ased on FLC materials that show an isotropic–
ematic–smectic A–smectic C* phase sequence.
he optical axis at a given depth within the layer is
etermined by the time-averaged direction of the LC
olecules, i.e., the LC director. The director is tilted

t an angle  to the layer normal in the ferroelectric
mectic C* phase. In addition, because of the com-
ined effects of layer shrinkage and surface pinning

ig. 1. Idealized 1D phase grating structure consisting of an ar-
ay of birefringent plates. The in-plane twist angle of the optical
xis of each plate has a fixed magnitude, but it alternates in the
ign between adjacent wave plates.

ig. 2. Representation of the internal structure of a SSFLC dif-
raction grating. The position of the LC director at a point within
he layer, shown by the filled circles, is defined by the azimuthal
ngle ��y, z�.
288 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 28 � 1 October 2004
uring cooling into the smectic C* phase, the smectic
ayers tilt at an angle � and form a chevron structure,
s depicted in Fig. 2. In the C2U geometry, which is
hown, the director lies parallel to the rubbing or easy
lignment direction at each surface but twists out to
ne of two possible bistable positions on moving
hrough the layer from the surfaces toward the chev-
on interface at the center of the cell. �The phrase
2U refers to a chevroned layer of type 2 with a
niform �i.e., untwisted� equilibrium director orien-
ation.�

The effect of this internal director structure on the
iffraction efficiency of an SSFLC phase grating was
nvestigated in our previous publication.16 The
rating consisted of alternate up and down domains
s depicted in Fig. 2. It was shown that the magni-
ude of the diffraction efficiency �1 still does not de-
end on the polarization angle of the incident light.
owever, this result only holds true if �i� there are
brupt transitions from one type of domain to an-
ther, �ii� variations of the director orientation within
ach domain occur only in the z direction, i.e.,
hrough the thickness of the cell, and �iii� pixels are at

length scale substantially larger than the optical
avelength.
In fact, in a real SSFLC device the transition re-

ions between adjacent domains of different types are
ot abrupt and a region of deformation in both the y
nd the z direction known as a domain wall occurs at
hese boundaries.17 Reducing the pixel size and in-
roducing the domain walls results in complicated
ave components crossing the LC layer, which from
physical point of view cannot be correctly recast in

he context of two simple Jones matrices. In the
resent study the influence of the two-dimensional
2D� director structure of a domain wall on the dif-
raction efficiency has been investigated. When the
ize of the pitch of the phase grating approaches the
idth of the SSFLC cell the additional variation in

he director structure in the y as well as the z direc-
ion will be shown to have a significant effect on both
he magnitude and the polarization dependence of �1.

. Theory

he geometry of a SSFLC phase grating with thick-
ess d is depicted in Fig. 2. The orientation of the
irector at each position in the LC layer in the y–z
lane is shown by a filled circle. The angle ��y, z�
ives the azimuthal rotation of the director around a
one of half angle . The arrows depict the direction
f the spontaneous polarization vector, which has a
onstant magnitude �P�y, z�� � Ps and is fixed in
elation to �. Two switched states, up and down are
hown, which correspond to the two bistable positions
f the director at the chevron interface ��y, d�2� �

ch and ��y, d�2� � 	 � �ch, where �ch � arcsin�tan
�tan �. The twist angle is defined as the projection
f the director orientation onto the x–y plane, mea-
ured with respect to the y axis. Therefore a twist
ngle of � � 0 rad corresponds to the azimuthal an-
les � � �	�2 rad. In the up domain the director
wists from 0° at each surface �alignment direction� to
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he maximum angle of � � ��ch � arccos�cos �cos ��
t the chevron interface. In the down domain the
aximum twist angle at the chevron interface is � �
�ch.
The free energy that has been used to describe the

D orientation of the LC director within the SSFLC
iffraction grating is given in Eq. �2�.18

2W � B����

� y�
2

� ���

� z�
2� � PS�sin �

�V
� y

� cos � cos �
�V
� z� . (2)

The first term on the right-hand side is the elastic
nergy with an assumed isotropic smectic C elastic
onstant B. The second term arises from the elec-
rostatic energy P � E, where E is the electric field
ector and, as usual, E � ��V, with V being the
lectrostatic potential. Solutions will be sought here
nly for the equilibrium structures that exist within
he device when there is no externally applied field.
o greatly simplify the 2D calculation, we used a
ingle anisotropic dielectric permittivity εr for the
LC material. This single permittivity assumption

s equivalent to neglecting the coupling between the
iaxial dielectric anisotropies and the spontaneous
olarization. The errors introduced into the calcu-
ation from making this assumption can readily be
hown to be small for values of the spontaneous po-
arization and the three biaxial permittivities that
re typical of commercial materials used in SSFLC
evices.19

Equation �2� is minimized with the Euler–
agrange equation in �, ����y, and ����z. The re-
ulting expression is discretized in terms of finite
ifferences and is then solved with a forward Euler
elaxation technique on a rectangular mesh. At the
oundaries the values of � were fixed at ��y, 0� �
	�2 and ��y, d� � �	�2 rad.
The potential profile was calculated simulta-

eously at all points on the mesh by use of the Max-
ell’s equation � � D � 0. The displacement field
ector is given by D � εO�E � P. Equation �3� is
iven by the substitution of the dielectric permittivity
r, the electric field E, and the polarization vector P,
ith their explicit dependence on the azimuthal an-
le �, into the Maxwell equation. This equation has
een solved subject to the boundary conditions V�y, 0�

V�y, d� � 0.

0 � �εOεr��2V
� y2 �

�2V
� z2� � PS�cos �

��

� y

� cos � sin �
��

� z� . (3)

To avoid a divergence in the numerical solution
ccurring because of the discontinuity in the direction
f the polarization vector at the chevron interface, z �
�2, it is necessary to re-express the Euler–Lagrange
quation and Eq. �3� in an appropriate equivalent
athematical form.
One can calculate the optical tensor �εij� from the

D director twist configuration found by solution of
qs. �2� and �3� using the values of the uniaxial re-

ractive indices �no, ne� given in Table 1. The first-
rder diffraction efficiency �1 is then calculated from
his optical tensor by use of a rigorous vector beam-
ropagation method �VBPM� appropriate for LC de-
ices.20 This method provides a wide-angle forward-
nly numerical solution to Maxwell’s equations and
orrectly incorporates the optical anisotropy effects
resented by the inhomogeneous LC layer. Another
lternative might have been the finite-difference
ime-domain method,21,22 however, for this particular
lass of problems, almost identical results will have
een obtained at the expense of much higher compu-
ational burden.

. Diffraction Efficiency in the Long-Pitch Limit

ne can investigate the diffraction efficiency of an
SFLC phase grating in the long-pitch limit by cal-
ulating variations in the director orientation, ��z�,
n the z direction only. The twist profile derived
rom this calculation, ��z�, is then used in the up
omain. The same profile, but with opposite polar-
ty ���z�, is used to describe the down domain. If an
brupt boundary is implemented between the up and
he down domains, then the width of any deformation
ssociated with the domain wall between the two
egions is effectively zero.

The angles of the different diffracted orders are
bviously determined by the pitch p. However, for
ight at normal incidence and as long as p is much
arger than �, the fraction of the incident light inten-
ity that is diffracted to each of the diffraction orders
ill not depend on the exact choice of p, because there

s no variation in the y direction within each domain
nd the domain walls have zero width. In terms of
he first-order diffraction efficiency ��1�, this geome-
ry will therefore be entirely equivalent to the limit-
ng case for which the domain walls do have a
onzero width, but the value of the pitch p has be-
ome infinite.

Equilibrium 1D director profiles ��z�, allowing
ariations in the z direction only, have been calcu-
ated with the procedure outlined in Section 2 for a
umber of different cell thicknesses. Table 1 gives
he values of elastic constant B, spontaneous polar-
zation P , and permittivity ε that were used in the

Table 1. LC Material Parameters Used throughout the Simulations

Parameter Numerical Value

Elastic constant B 5.7 pN
Spontaneous polarization PS 6.5 � 10�5 C�m2

Permittivity εr 5.09
Smectic cone angle  26.0°
Layer tilt angle � 21.1°
Refractive index no 1.6317
Refractive index ne 1.4789
S r

1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5289
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alculations. The variation of the twist angle
hrough the cell ��z� for these profiles is shown in Fig.
. These curves are derived from the profiles ��z�
nd by use of simple trigonometrical formulas with
he values for � and  given in Table 1. The values
n Table 1 are based on reported measurements on
he commercial FLC material SCE8*.19

For a cell thickness of d � 1 �m in Fig. 3 the twist
rofile varies approximately linearly between the
urfaces and the chevron interface. This variation
as been referred to in the literature as the twisted
irector profile �TDP�.15 This profile occurs when
he elastic term in Eq. �2� is dominant over the Ps
erm. However, as the thickness is increased, the
rofiles in Fig. 3 become distorted away from the TDP
s the self-interaction forces due to the spontaneous
olarization become more dominant.23 These forces
ppose changes in the orientation of the polarization

and act to cause the LC director to align in a
niform orientation at one particular angle �
hroughout the layer. The change in profile with
hickness occurs because of the thickness dependen-
ies of these two contributions to the free energy:
he Ps self-interaction energy is approximately inde-
endent of the thickness d, whereas the elastic en-
rgy goes approximately as the reciprocal of d.
orresponding tilt profiles have also been obtained,
nd they are used in all subsequent optical calcula-
ions. However, as tilt angles are typically only few
egrees, they are not shown for the brevity of space.
Figure 4 shows a 2D twist profile in the vicinity of
domain wall, which has been created from the 1D

irector twist profile for d � 2 �m in Fig. 3 applied to
he geometry shown in Fig. 2. The up domain in the
egion y � 0.0 �m has a z variation of the twist
orresponding to the 1D director twist profile for a cell
hickness of 2 �m shown in Fig. 3. The down do-
ain in the region where y � 0.0 �m has the same

wist profile in the z direction with the opposite po-
arity. Within each domain no variation of the twist
xists in the y direction, and there is an abrupt
hange from one twist direction to the other at the

ig. 3. Twist profiles �1D� showing the variation in the twist of
he LC or director as a z section through the SSFLC layer depicted
n Fig. 2. The increased influence of the magnitude of the spon-
aneous polarization on the twist profile is evident as the layer
hickness is increased.
290 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 28 � 1 October 2004
oundary between the two regions. Alternate up
nd down domains are repeated in the y direction
ith a period of 20 �m.
The first-order diffraction efficiency �1 has been

alculated for the profile in Fig. 4 using the VBPM
ith normally incident light at a wavelength of 632.8
m that is linearly polarized in the y direction. The
esults for this profile and a range of other cell thick-
esses are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the dimen-
ionless parameter 
nd��. Each value of 
nd��
epresents a different LC layer thickness d and there-
ore, as illustrated by Fig. �3�, a different director
rofile in the z direction. The optical anisotropy 
n
nd the wavelength � have been kept constant such
hat the half-wave plate condition 
nd�� � 0.5 occurs
hen the cell thickness is given by d � 2 �m. The

owest cell thickness used in the calculation was d �
�m. The curve has been smoothly extrapolated to

he origin in the region 
nd�� � 0.25. This ap-
roach is more rigorous than that described in our

ig. 4. Twist profile �2D� in the vicinity of a domain wall between
p and down domains. This profile has been created by applica-
ion of the 1D director twist profile for d � 2 �m in Fig. 3 to the
eometry shown in Fig. 2 so that the transition region between the
omains is abrupt.

ig. 5. First-order diffraction efficiency in the long-pitch limit �1

s a function of the parameter 
nd�� for the diffraction geometry
hown in Fig. 2. Profiles such as that shown in Fig. 4 were used
n the calculations.
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revious publication in which the same director pro-
le was used for each plot of �1 versus 
nd��.16

The peak in the diffraction efficiency lies at 
nd�
� 0.63. This peak is above the half-wave plate

ondition 
nd�� � 0.5 that would be expected for an
rray of infinitely long uniform birefringent slabs.
owever, it is below the value of 
nd�� � 0.75 that
as found in our previous research for an array of
DPs of alternating polarity.16 This result is consis-

ent with the observation in Fig. 3 that the twist
rofile is close to a TDP for a small layer thickness,
� 1 �m but becomes increasingly uniform as the

ell thickness increases to d � 5 �m and above. The
eak in �1 therefore occurs between the peak values
xpected for a completely uniform profile �i.e., a bire-
ringent slab� and those expected for a TDP.

The curve shown in Fig. 5 is exactly the same
hether the incident light is polarized in the x or the
direction, or at any orientation in between. This

olarization insensitivity of the diffraction efficiency
olds true in the long-pitch limit for the general case
f an array of phase plates with twist profiles that
lternate in polarity between ��z� and ���z�.24–26

. Diffraction Efficiency with Small Pixels

he diffraction efficiency of SSFLC phase gratings
ill now be investigated for the case in which the full
D director profile ��y, z� is calculated by solution of
qs. �2� and �3�, allowing variations in � in both the
and the z directions and using the LC parameters

hat are given in Table 1. At the chevron interface
he values of � are fixed at either ��y, z � d�2� �
�ch for the up domains or ��y, z � d�2� � ��	 �

ch� for the down domains, taking the positive sign
hen approaching the boundary from above and the
egative sign when approaching from below.
Figure 6 shows a 2D twist profile ��y, z� in the

icinity of the boundary wall between up and down
omains of a linear SSFLC phase grating structure.
nce again this has been converted from a ��y, z�

ig. 6. Twist profile �2D� in the vicinity of a domain wall between
p and down domains. Equations �2� and �3� were used to calcu-

ate this profile directly for a layer thickness of d � 2 �m.
rofile by use of simple trigonometrical formulas with
he values for � and  given in Table 1. The cell
hickness is 2 �m, and the grating pitch is 20 �m.
he boundary between the up and the down domains

n this figure occurs at y � 0.0 �m, where there is an
brupt change in the twist angle at the chevron in-
erface z � d�2. In addition, the corresponding tilt
rofiles have been obtained but are not shown.
In the regions between the chevron interface and

he surface, the twist profile, which has been deter-
ined by solution of Eqs. �2� and �3�, changes more

moothly between the up and the down domains.
he rate of change of the twist angle between the two
omains in these regions is determined in part by the
agnitude of the elastic constant B. A larger value

f B would mean that changes in twist angle cost
ore elastic energy; so the rate of change of twist
ould reduce, leading to a larger region of elastic
eformation at the domain boundary. Conversely, a
maller value of the elastic constant would mean that
he elastic deformation was more localized to the
oundary region. The change in twist angle as a
unction of distance z through the layer in the regions
way from the boundary, i.e., near to y � �1.25 and
� �1.25 �m, is similar to the profiles shown in Fig.
. This change indicates that the influence of the
oundary distortion has been significantly dimin-
shed at this distance.

The curves shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� illustrate
he variation of the twist through a domain wall be-
ween an up and a down domain. The variation of
he twist angle is shown as a function of distance in
he y direction at z � d�4, where the total width of the
egion shown in the y direction is 2.5 �m. The
oundary between the up and the down domain oc-
urs at y � 0.0 �m in the center of each figure. Re-
ults are shown for layer thicknesses between d � 1
m and d � 5 �m for two different phase grating
itches: p � 5 �m �Fig. 7�a�� and p � 20 �m �Fig.
�b��. The curve for d � 2 �m in Fig. 7�b� is therefore
section through the profile shown in Fig. 6.
A general observation from Fig. 7 is that the gra-

ient at the boundary, i.e., the rate of change of twist
ith distance in the y direction in the center of the
gures, decreases as the cell thickness increases.
his decrease means that the width of the region of
lastic distortion associated with the domain bound-
ry increases with d. This behavior is expected for
n elastic energy of the Laplacian form in Eq. �2�.27

omparison of results for the two grating pitches, p �
�m �Fig. 7�a�� and p � 20 �m �Fig. 7�b��, shows that

he gradient of the twist at the boundary is very
imilar for a given cell thickness.
The main differences between Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�

ccur in the regions away from the boundary. Since
he width of each figure corresponds to 2.5 �m in the
direction, this corresponds to half the pitch length

or the case p � 5 �m. Thus in Fig. 7�a� the points
t the edges of the graph, y � �1.25 �m, are exactly
etween and are equidistant from two domain bound-
ries. As the cell thickness is increased, the twist
ngle at y � �1.25 �m decreases because of the
1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5291
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roximity of the distortion associated with these two
oundaries. For a cell thickness of d � 5 �m the
ower gradient at the boundary and the reduced value
f twist y � �1.25 �m significantly reduce the aver-
ge twist angle in each domain. In Fig. 7�b�, how-
ver, the pitch is p � 20 �m, so the regions at y �
1.25 �m are close to only one domain boundary;

hus the magnitude of the twist does not significantly
educe at these points and, more important, there is
ittle effect in the bulk of the domain as the cell thick-
ess increases.
Figure 8 shows the first-order diffraction efficiency

1 as a function of the dimensionless parameter
nd�� for pitch lengths p equal to 5, 10, and 20 �m
nd for y-polarized incident illumination. As before,
ach value of 
nd�� represents a different cell thick-
ess and therefore a distinct 2D director profile.
he curve for pitch p � 20 �m is very similar to that
hown for the long-pitch limit in Fig. 5 but with the
eak value of the diffraction efficiency reduced by
.7%. This reduction indicates that the effect of the
omain wall on �1 is small for this pitch when the cell
hickness is varying between d equal to 1 and 5 �m,
.e., 0 � 
nd�� � 1.25. For the pitch p � 10 �m
here is a more marked reduction in the peak value of
1 of 6.0%, and for the smallest pitch studied shown,
� 5 �m, the peak value of �1 is reduced by 21.6%

elative to the long-pitch limit. The reduction in the

ig. 7. Variation of the twist through a domain wall between an
p and a down domain. The twist angle is shown as a function of
istance in the y direction at z � d�4, where the total width of the
egion shown in the y direction is 2.5 �m and the domain wall is at
he center of each figure. Results are shown for two different
rating pitches: �a� p � 5 �m and �b� p � 20 �m.
292 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 28 � 1 October 2004
eak value of �1 is accompanied by a shift to lower
alues of 
nd�� for the 5-�m pitch grating. In ad-
ition, at this pitch and for 
nd�� � 1, the diffraction
fficiency is significantly increased relative to the val-
es given in the long-pitch limit.
In the simple model of a phase grating as an array

f uniform birefringent slabs, the total diffraction
fficiency is given by Eq. �1�, which depends on the
onstant twist angles ��. These twist angles
etermine the difference in phase, i.e., the phase
odulation, between neighboring pixels. For the
onuniform structures considered in this paper so-
histicated VBPM methods have been needed to
alculate �1. However, the magnitude of the aver-
ge twist angle in each domain still makes a major
ontribution in determining the magnitude of the
iffraction efficiency �1 for a given cell thickness,
irefringence, and wavelength.
The results in Fig. 8 can be understood in terms of

he reduction of the amount of phase modulation
vailable from adjacent pixels due to the effect of the
istortion associated with domain walls of finite
idth. Figure 6 showed an elastic domain wall, and
ig. 4 showed an artificially created abrupt boundary
etween two oppositely switched domains. The dif-
erence between the twist angles of the two domains
s reduced in the region of the elastic domain wall
elative to the case of an abrupt boundary. In this
egion, the amount of phase modulation possible be-
ween adjacent pixels is reduced, and so the diffrac-
ion efficiency is reduced accordingly.

For a SSFLC phase grating of pitch 20 �m a small
raction of the total phase-modulating volume is due
o the distorted region adjacent to the domain bound-
ry. Therefore the reduction of �1 is small. This
raction is increased for the 10-�m pitch, but the most
ignificant effect on �1 occurs when the pitch is re-
uced further to 5 �m. For this grating pitch there
s an additional reduction of the twist angle through-
ut the entire width of each of the domains, as shown
n Fig. 7�b�.

Figure 9 illustrates the polarization dependence of
he first-order diffraction efficiency � for pitch

ig. 8. First-order diffraction efficiency �1 as a function of the
arameter 
nd�� for the diffraction geometry in Fig. 2 with 2D
lastic domain walls between the pixels as shown in Fig. 5. Re-
ults are shown for pitch lengths p of 5, 10, and 20 �m and for
-polarized incident illumination.
1
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engths p equal to 5 and 10 �m. The variation of �1
s shown as a function of the dimensionless parame-
er 
nd�� for pitch lengths p � 10 �m �Fig. 9�a�� and

� 5 �m �Fig. 9�b��, for both y- and x-polarized
ncident illumination. In each case the peak value
f �1 is changed for x-polarized light and shifted to
igher values of 
nd�� relative to the curve for
-polarized light. The percent difference in the peak
alues are 11.3%, 2.4%, and 0.3% for pitches of 5, 10,
nd 20 �m �not illustrated�, respectively. The de-
endence of �1 on the polarization is therefore exac-
rbated at shorter pitches when a larger fraction of
he SSFLC phase grating structure is influenced by
he 2D elastic distortion at the domain boundaries.

. Conclusions and Discussion

LC continuum model has been used to describe the
nternal 2D structures in a phase grating consisting
f alternating oppositely twisted domains in a SSFLC
ayer. The first-order diffraction efficiency �1 for
hese structures has been calculated with a rigorous
BPM as a function of the layer thickness, the grat-

ng pitch, and the orientation of the polarization of
ncident light. As the grating pitch is reduced to 5
m, it is found that the peak value of �1 as a function
f the parameter 
nd�� is significantly reduced rel-
tive to the ideal long-pitch limit and, furthermore,
hat the value of �1 becomes dependent on the orien-
ation of the polarization of the incident light. These
bservations can be attributed to the proportionally
arger effects of the elastic domain walls on the prop-
gation of the optical fields within the sample as the
itch is decreased.
We calculated the 2D director profiles in terms of

he azimuthal angle, ��y, z�. It has been assumed

ig. 9. Polarization dependence of the first-order diffraction effi-
iency �1 shown in Fig. 8 for pitch lengths p of 5 and 10 �m.
hat the LC director, which defines the local optical
xis at a point within the layer, lies on a cone of fixed
alf-angle , which is tilted to the layer normal at a
xed layer tilt angle of either �� or ��. Therefore,
imple trigonometry can be used to convert the profile
n ��y, z� to the in-plane twist profile, ��y, z�. How-
ver, this geometry also leads to an out-of-plane tilt of
he director,16,28 which varies with position in the
ayer between 0° and 5°. Although this tilt variation
s small and has been fully accounted for in the
BPM calculations presented here, there must be a

ine discontinuity in the tilt in the z direction at the
omain boundaries. This discontinuity can be re-
oved only with a more sophisticated LC theory that

elaxes the condition that the cone angle  is a con-
tant quantity.29–31

The main assumption that has been made in the
alculations of the internal structure of the SSFLC
hase grating is that the orientation of the LC direc-
or at the chevron interface is fixed at one of two
istable orientations, ��y, z � d�2� � ��ch for the up
omains or ��y, z � d�2� � ��	 � �ch� for the down
omains. In theories that describe switching in one
r two dimensions in SSFLC structures, often the
hevron is implemented with a surface energy ex-
ression that has two minima corresponding to the
wo bistable positions,32–34 for example, as exhibited
y Eq. �4�.

W � A��� � 	�2
�ch

�2

� 1�2

(4)

his description would allow movement of the direc-
or at the chevron and would make the change in the
wist ongoing from the up to the down domain at z �
�2 in Fig. 6 less abrupt. This reduced abruptness

n turn could widen the region of elastic distortion
ccurring at the domain boundary. We have inves-
igated the effects of using a chevron energy of the
orm given in Eq. �4� on the 2D director profiling
sing values of the parameter A down to 5.0 � 10�4

m�1. The foregoing is a typical value that allows
xperimental time–voltage switching curves in SS-
LC devices to be reproduced.35,36 We found an in-
rease in the width of the elastic distortion region in
he y direction, but this was not a highly significant
ffect. For the study of dynamic reorientation in
evices with fixed boundary conditions, additional
ffects such as solitary wave switching may become
mportant.37

The calculations we describe for the diffraction ef-
ciencies have been performed with the appropriate
aterial refractive indices for light at the red He–Ne

aser wavelength of 633 nm and for transmission of
ight through the layer. A phase grating device that
s destined for telecommunications applications
ould normally operate at a wavelength of either
310 or 1550 nm. The device might also be fabri-
ated with a reflective electrode structure on one sur-
ace of the SSFLC layer. One can make an
stimation of the variation of the diffraction efficiency
ith pitch, cell thickness, and input polarization for
1 October 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 28 � APPLIED OPTICS 5293
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hese different wavelengths and for the case of a re-
ective geometry by a simple scaling of the value of
he parameter 
nd�� on the horizontal axis of the
raphs we have presented. For accurate results,
owever, the full VBPM results would need to be
epeated and with values of refractive index that are
ppropriate for the wavelength used.
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